Struggling to keep on top
of your supplement
manufacturing?

Imagine if there was a better way of
managing your formulations, batch control,
order management and more?

Well now there is...

www.receta.co.uk/freetrial

"Get started with the biggest
improvement you can make to
your business in years - with no
cost to you!"

The industry leading cloud-based
ERP system, specifically designed
for the supplement industry

Formulation creation, automated document
generation, stock management, production
planning, order processing, invoicing,
despatching and reporting all handled from
any device. Perfect for any business
producing vitamins, supplements,
nutraceuticals, sports nutrition and more..

Key Features









Quotation/Sales Order/Invoicing/Despatch
Stock Management
Automatic Technical Document Generation
Production Planning
Formulation Management
Marketing Management
Quality Assurance
Accountancy Software Export

Request a demonstration today and see how much easier
your production management will be with Receta.

www.receta.co.uk/freetrial

“Say goodbye to your typical way of working..”
Formulation Creation
Receta offers a unique 'formulation planner' where new formulations can be trialled without
any impact on existing data. We also include help with dosage requirements, as well as auto
calculations for fillers and lubricants.
With all productions, documentation, pricing management and stock requirements all being
handled from a single source of data - modifications to existing formulas and the
ramifications of a change become unbelievably easy to manage.

Production Management
Still managing your production resources via spreadsheets and drawn-out production
planning meetings with several members of staff?
With Receta, that can be a thing of the past! Our system comes with a comprehensive series
of planning tools including a simple to use drag-and-drop interface for capacity
management, automatic stock batch allocation, fully traceable production management
including capsule weight checks, real-time yield projections and more!

Document Creation
Receta makes all documentation management a breeze with it's comprehensive automatic
PDF creation features. No longer will you have separate formulation certificates, stock
container labels, manual sales sheets or any other document you currently have to manage
manually with spreadsheets, word processed documents etc.
The data you input into Receta automatically flows to these documents which can be
produced real-time, on demand, at the click of a button. Change the data and the document
changes automatically to suit!

Stock Management & Traceability
With a full purchase order suite, real-time stock reports per material and automatic allocation
of stock batches to productions, receta will make handling your stock levels as easy as pie!
Automate checking material expiry dates, calculating purchase trends, and understand stock
discrepancies with Receta's comprehensive reporting toolkit.
Receta also includes a huge suite of reports to fulfill any traceability requests you have in even
of product recalls, purchase evaulations, non-conformance issues and more.

94%

of our clients reported a drop
in production errors within 1 month!

www.receta.co.uk/freetrial

“Receta is able to handle your sales and
production processes from beginning to end”


Saving Money
You can be confident that you can
save your business significant
staffing and management costs by
introducing Receta and removing
up to 90% of the tasks you
currently manage in other ways.





Productivity Improvements

Customer Communication

By managing work flows from a
single source of data, you will
benefit from a large reduction in
production errors. Entire jobs are
managed from simple clicks with
very little staff training required.

Receta's unique automated
customer notifications keep your
clients informed at all times of the
progress of orders without you
needing to send a single email or
make a single telephone call!

100%

of our clients reported that the costs of
implementation of Receta had been
re-couped within 3 months

www.receta.co.uk/freetrial

"Receta has been designed
to run on virtually any PC,
Mac, Laptop, Tablet or
Smart-Mobile."

As Receta is a
cloud-based solution,
this means you only
need an internet
browser to use the
software.
In fact the only 'requirement' you may have
over a basic internet connected device would
be if you wished to take advantage of the

Requirements
Browser:








Internet Explorer
Edge
Firefox
Safari
Chrome
Opera

Operating System:






Windows
OSX
iOS
Android

printable documents Receta produces (PDF).
An addtional benefit of being cloud-based means that should you have several
premises or team members working remotely, all of your staff can use the system
without any additional IT support.
Your IT hardware costs going forward will be significantly reduced and your IT
support team can focus on maintaining your internal network rather than installing,
bug hunting and updating software products.

Productivity Improvements

Receta can be customised per user, giving you granular control
over their access to each individual specific page/action within
the system.

"Calculating the ROI on a comprehensive
ERP system is notoriously complex - we’ve put
together some stats to help you”

150%
or higher, average ROI
on subscription to
Receta in less than 6
months.

94%
businesses believe
their security is
better due to cloud
services
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Costs of implementing
Receta:
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Subscription:
Av cost £100 per user per month.

average cost when
compared to in-house
system development or
installed software

(average £12000 per year based upon 10 users)

Hardware costs :
£0 (non-installed so zero cost)
Maintenance fees:
£0 (included in the subscription cost)
Training Costs:
£0 (off-site training is included in the
subscription)
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*on-site training is offered at an additional rate

MONTHS
average payback time
for Receta subscription

Savings/Benefits:








Productivity improvements
Visibility of data and reporting
Auditing & compliance
Reduction in manual task repetition and automation
of tasks gives opportunity to consolidate reporting
and other administrative tasks and roles - saving you
money
Customer Service - dealing with orders and unhappy
customers much improved aided by automatic
processes within Receta and therefore saving money
Labour Costs - better allocation of time and
resources through Receta reduces labour costs.

 Can take care of most businesses processes





saving money in a single data point for all
information used within the business
Almost zero investment required in hardware
and technology
Error reduction, and improved accuracy of data.
Not just helpful to senior management - benefits
of automation of processes helpful to all levels
of staff
A noticeable difference in productivity,
facilitated by reduced manual data entry,
interconnected system across whole business

THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ON-SITE ERP AND RECETA COSTS
On Premise

Receta

89% Indirect Costs

95% Subscription Cost

(Data backups,
upgrades, energy bills,
floor space, IT support,
maintenance for
hardware)

11% Software Costs

5% Indirect Costs
(On-site training,
implementation)

"We understand that moving to a
new system could feel like a
huge step, but it doesn’t
have feel like rocket science”

You can try Receta
within your own
business at no cost
for a whole month!
If you're reading this page, then chances are
you already know that your existing setup
and software implementation for running your

Interested to
learn more?
Why not head over to our website
and read more of our history, see
more of the features and benefits
and finally learn how you can use
Receta in your company FREE for
a whole month!

business isn't working.

You have already made the decision to move
and are now looking for the best solution.

Get the trial..
Grab a no-obligation trial of Receta for a whole month. Simply visit:

www.receta.co.uk/freetrial
Productivity Improvements

Receta comes with full, easy to follow video tutorials, help files
and best of all your own personal support team member is only
a phone call or email away.

The cloud-based ERP system for the Food Supplement Industry

www.receta.co.uk
info@receta.co.uk
The Innovation Centre, Hub Two, Venture Court, Queens Meadow Business Park, Hartlepool, TS25 5TG

